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5IF TUBCJMJUZ PG TFHNFOUBM QSPQFSUJFT BDSPTT HFOSF BOE DPSQVT UZQFT JO
MPXSFTPVSDF MBOHVBHFT
6SJFM $PIFO 1SJWB∗BOE 4IJZJOH :BOH∗BOE &NJMZ 4USBOE
#SPXO 6OJWFSTJUZ
%FQBSUNFOU PG $PHOJUJWF -JOHVJTUJD BOE 1TZDIPMPHJDBM 4DJFODFT
 5IBZFS 4U 1SPWJEFODF 3*  64"
VSJFM@DPIFO@QSJWBTIJZJOH@ZBOHFNJMZ@TUSBOE!CSPXOFEV
"CTUSBDU
"SF XSJUUFO DPSQPSB VTFGVM GPS QIPOPMPHJDBM SF
TFBSDI 8PSE GSFRVFODZ MJTUT GPS MPXSFTPVSDF
MBOHVBHFT IBWF CFDPNF VCJRVJUPVT JO SFDFOU
ZFBST 	4DBOOFMM 
 'PS NBOZ MBOHVBHFT
UIFSF JT EJSFDU DPSSFTQPOEFODF CFUXFFO UIFJS XSJU
UFO GPSNT BOE UIFJS BMQIBCFUT CVU JU JT OPU DMFBS
XIFUIFS XSJUUFO DPSQPSB DBO BEFRVBUFMZ SFQSFTFOU
MBOHVBHF VTF 8F VTF  MPXSFTPVSDF MBOHVBHFT
BOE DPNQBSF TFWFSBM JOGPSNBUJPOUIFPSFUJD QSPQ
FSUJFT BDSPTT UISFF DPSQVT UZQFT 8F TIPX UIBU
EFTQJUF EJGGFSFODFT JO PSJHJO BOE HFOSF FTUJNBUFT
JO POF DPSQVT BSF IJHIMZ DPSSFMBUFEXJUI FTUJNBUFT
JO PUIFS DPSQPSB
 *OUSPEVDUJPO
0OF PG UIF DIBMMFOHFT GBDJOH DPSQVT SFTFBSDI
JO QIPOPMPHZ JT UIF BCTFODF PG EFUBJMFE DSPTT
MJOHVJTUJD QIPOPMPHJDBM DPSQPSB 8IFO B QIPOP
MPHJDBM USFOE JT GPVOE JO B MBOHVBHF PS B MBO
HVBHF GBNJMZ FH 0$1 JO 4FNJUJD 	.D$BSUIZ

 EPFT JU FYUFOE UP PUIFS MBOHVBHFT UPP 
7BSJBUJPOGSJFOEMZ WFSTJPOT PG 0QUJNBMJUZ 5IF
PSZ 	FH "OUUJMB  #PFSTNB  (PME
XBUFS BOE +PIOTPO 
 QSFEJDU UIBU PCMJH
BUPSZ DPOTUSBJOUT JO POF MBOHVBHF XPVME BQ
QFBS BT USFOET JO PUIFS MBOHVBHFT UPP FH MBO
HVBHFT XJUIPVU HSBNNBUJDBM GJOBM EFWPJDJOH
TIPVME IBWF GFXFS WPJDFE DPEBT UIBO WPJDFE PO
TFUT 5IJT SJHPS JT EJGGJDVMU UP BDIJFWF XJUIPVU
EFUBJMFE QIPOFNJD MFYJDPOT
5IF $SāCBEÙO DPSQVT 	4DBOOFMM  DG ;V
SBX 
 QSPWJEFT XPSE GSFRVFODZ GJMFT GPS
UIPVTBOET PG MBOHVBHFT PGUFO CBTFE PO #JCMF
USBOTMBUJPOT BOE8JLJQFEJB 5IF -JOHVJTUJD %BUB
$POTPSUJVN 	-%$
 IBT QSPWJEFE EBUB GPS NBOZ
$PSSFTQPOEJOH BVUIPST
MBOHVBHFT JO WBSJPVT GPSNBUT FH DPOWFSTBUJPO
USBOTDSJQUT BOE OFXTXJSF GSPN XIJDI XPSE GSF
RVFODZ GJMFT DPVME CF FBTJMZ HFOFSBUFE 	GPS B
GFX MBOHVBHFT -%$ QSPWJEFT TVDI EBUB EJSFDUMZ

"O JOUSJHVJOH OFX TPVSDF GPS XPSE GSFRVFODJFT JT
UIF 0QFO 4VCUJUMFT $PSQVT 	5JFEFNBOO 

XIJDI DPMMFDUT TVCUJUMF EBUB GPS NVMUJQMF MBO
HVBHFT 5IFSFGPSF JU QPUFOUJBMMZ SFQSFTFOUT TQP
LFO MBOHVBHF CFUUFS UIBO #JCMF USBOTMBUJPOT PS
8JLJQFEJB
5IFSF BSF TFWFSBM DIBMMFOHFT JO VTJOH XPSE
MJTUT GPS SFTFBSDI JO QIPOPMPHZ 'JSTU BOE NPTU
PCWJPVTMZ TPNF QSPDFEVSF OFFET UP CF BQQMJFE
UP USBOTMBUF BMQIBCFUJD SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT UP QIPOF
NJD SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT JG TVDI B QSPDFEVSF JT QPT
TJCMF #VU FWFO JO DBTFT JO XIJDI B DMFBS DPS
SFTQPOEFODF CFUXFFO UIF BMQIBCFU PG B MBOHVBHF
BOE JUT QIPOFNJD SFQSFTFOUBUJPO EPFT FYJTU XF
NBZ TVTQFDU UIBU UIF EBUB JUTFMG JT JOBEFRVBUF
PS OPU SFQSFTFOUBUJWF PG UIF QIPOFNJD USFOET PG
UIF MBOHVBHF 'PS JOTUBODF %BMBOE 	
 EJT
DVTTFT CVSTUJOFTT PS UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU PUIFS
XJTF MPXGSFRVFODZ XPSET DPVME CJBT B TBNQMF
EVF UP UIFN CFJOH PWFS SFQSFTFOUFE JO B QBSUJD
VMBS TVCTFU PG UIF DPSQVT " HPPE FYBNQMF PG
UIJT FGGFDU DBO CF GPVOE JO UIF $SāCBEÙO FOUSZ GPS
*OEPOFTJBO JO XIJDI UIF XPSE *OEPOFTJB JT UIF
UI NPTU GSFRVFOU 5IJT JT EVF UP UIF GBDU UIBU
UIF XPSE GSFRVFODJFT XFSF DSFBUFE GSPN UIF *O
EPOFTJBO 8JLJQFEJB B DPSQVT JO XIJDI UIF XPSE
*OEPOFTJB JT WFSZ GSFRVFOU 'PS DPNQBSJTPO UIF
XPSE *OEPOFTJB JT OPU BNPOH UIF  NPTU GSF
RVFOU XPSET JO UIF XPSE GSFRVFODZ GJMFT EFSJWFE
'PS TPNF RVFTUJPOT VTJOH UIF BMQIBCFU EJSFDUMZ NBZ CF
FOPVHI 	FH 1JBOUBEPTJ FU BM 
 CVU GPS QIPOPMPHJDBM RVFT
UJPOT UIF VTF PG UIF BMQIBCFU BT B QSPYZ GPS QIPOFNJD SFQSFTFO
UBUJPOT JT TVTQFDU
1
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GSPN BO *OEPOFTJBO OFXTQBQFS DPMMFDUFE GPS $P
IFO 1SJWB 	

%FTQJUF CVSTUJOFTT SFDFOU GJOEJOHT TVHHFTU
UIBU TFHNFOU GSFRVFODZ QSFEJDUBCJMJUZ BOE JOGPS
NBUJWJUZ WBMVFT DPOWFSHF UP UIFJS NPEFM WBMVFT
SBUIFS RVJDLMZ 	$PIFO 1SJWB BOE +BFHFS 

XIJDI NBZ GPMMPX GSPN UIF TFHNFOUBM EPNBJO
CFJOH DPOTJEFSBCMZ NPSF EFOTF UIBO UIF XPSE
BOEBCPWF EPNBJO )PXFWFS UIFJS GJOEJOHT
DPNQBSFE TVCTBNQMFT PG B DPSQVT UP UIF FOUJSF
DPSQVT SBUIFS UIBO EJGGFSFOU DPSQPSB UP POF BO
PUIFS 'VSUIFSNPSF XPSE GSFRVFODJFT XFSF FT
UBCMJTIFE VTJOH TQPLFO DPSQPSB 8PVME JU CF
WBMJE GPS PUIFS TUVEJFT UP SFMZ PO XPSE GSFRVFODZ
MJTUT GSPN EJGGFSFOU HFOSFT PGUFO MFTT SFQSFTFO
UBUJWF PG TQPLFO MBOHVBHF "O BEEJUJPOBM MJNJ
UBUJPO JT UIBU UIFJS GJOEJOHT XFSF CBTFE PO POMZ
POF MBOHVBHF XJUI NJMMJPOT PG XPSE UPLFOT JO
UIF FOUJSF DPSQVT 	UIF TBNQMFT XFSF TVCTUBO
UJBMMZ TNBMMFS
 0VS HPBM JO UIJT QBQFS JT UP BT
TFTT XIFUIFS TJNJMBS GJOEJOHT BSJTF XJUIPVU UIFTF
MJNJUBUJPOT FH XPVME $SāCBEÙOCBTFE EBUB CF
TJNJMBS UP TQPLFO EBUB GSPN UIF TBNF MBOHVBHF
VTJOH TNBMMFS DPSQPSB BOE NBOZ EJGGFSFOU MBO
HVBHFT
 .FUIPET BOE NBUFSJBMT
 8PSE GSFRVFODZ MJTUT
8F VTFE XPSE GSFRVFODJFT GSPN UISFF DPSQPSB
UIF $SāCBEÙO$PSQVT 	4DBOOFMM 
 UIF0QFO
4VCUJUMFT $PSQVT 	5JFEFNBOO 
 BOE DPO
WFSTBUJPO USBOTDSJQUT 	TPNF PG UIFN TDSJQUFE

GSPN UIF *"31" #BCFM QSPHSBN 	"EBNT FU BM
 "OESFTFO FU BM    "OESVT
FU BM C #FOPXJU[ FU BM  #JMMT FU BM
   $POOFST FU BM 
 8F
POMZ VTFE MBOHVBHFT UIBU BQQFBSFE JO UIF 0QFO
4VCUJUMFT DPSQVT PS XFSF QBSU PG UIF *"31" #B
CFM QSPHSBN 'PS FWFSZ MBOHVBHF XF SBOLFE
XPSE UZQF CZ UPLFO GSFRVFODZ POMZ DPOTJEFSJOH
XPSET UIBU IBE UIF TBNF PS NPSF PDDVSSFODFT
UIBO UIF UI SBOLFE XPSE "EEJUJPOBMMZ XF
FYDMVEFE XPSET UIBU PVS SVMFT DPVME OPU USBOT
MBUF BT XFMM BT XPSET XIPTF GSFRVFODJFT JO UIBU
DPSQVT XFSF MPXFS UIBO  'VSUIFSNPSF XF EJE
OPU VTF (FPSHJBO GSPN UIF 0QFO 4VCUJUMFT DPS
QVT CFDBVTF XF EFUFSNJOFE UIBU BMUIPVHI UIF
XPSET DPOTJTUFE PG (FPSHJBO TDSJQU NBOZ XFSF
OPU BDUVBMMZ JO (FPSHJBO CVU QPTTJCMZ JO 3VT
TJBO 8F TJNJMBSMZ FYDMVEFE )BJUJBO $SFPMF
GSPN *"31" #BCFM 	"OESVT FU BM B
 CF
DBVTF UIF TQFMMJOH DPOWFOUJPO XBT OPU DPOTJTUFOU
XJUI XSJUUFO )BJUJBO $SFPMF 8F BMTP FYDMVEFE
XPSET UIBU IBE BOZ VQQFSDBTF MFUUFST JO UIFN JO
PSEFS UP EJTDBSE PG JSSFMFWBOU EBUB JODMVEJOH CVU
OPU MJNJUFE UP OBNFT BDSPOZNT BOE DPNQBOJFT
5IF SFTVMUJOH OVNCFS PG UZQFT BOE UPLFOT QFS
DPSQVT BSF MJTUFE JO 5BCMF  GPS 0QFO 4VCUJUMFT
BOE 5BCMF  GPS *"31" #BCFM
5BCMF  0QFO 4VCUJUMFT WT $SāCBEÙO UZQF BOE UPLFO GSF
RVFODJFT
-BOHVBHF 0QFO 4 UZQFT 0QFO 4 UPLFOT $SāCBEÙO UZQFT $SāCBEÙO UPLFOT
#VMHBSJBO    
$BUBMBO    
(SFFL    
)VOHBSJBO    
*OEPOFTJBO    
,PSFBO    
.BMBZBMBN    
5BNJM    
5BHBMPH    
5VSLJTI    
5BCMF  *"31" #BCFM WT $SāCBEÙO UZQF BOE UPLFO GSF
RVFODJFT
-BOHVBHF #BCFM UZQFT #BCFM UPLFOT $SāCBEÙO UZQFT $SāCBEÙO UPLFOT
(VBSBOJ    
(FPSHJBO    
4XBIJMJ    
5BNJM    
5BHBMPH    
5PL 1JTJO    
5VSLJTI    
;VMV    
 5SBOTMBUJPO UP QIPOFNJD SFQSFTFOUBUJPO
'PS FBDI MBOHVBHF JO UIF 0QFO 4VCUJUMFT BOE
*"31" #BCFM DPSQPSB XF BTTFTTFE XIFUIFS JU
XPVME CF QPTTJCMF UP USBOTMBUF UIFN UP QIPOF
NJD SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT *U JT EJGGJDVMU UP SFDPOTUSVDU
TUSFTT SFMJBCMZ TP XF EJE OPU USZ UP DBQUVSF UIJT
JOGPSNBUJPO 8F TVDDFTTGVMMZ DSFBUFE SVMFT UIBU
XPVME USBOTMBUF UIF GPMMPXJOH MBOHVBHFT 	DPSQVT
OBNF JO QBSFOUIFTFT P GPS PQFO TVCTUJUMFT C
'PS JOTUBODF UIF TFDPOE NPTU GSFRVFOU XPSE JO 0QFO 4VCUJ
UMFT GPS (FPSHJBO JT ვ XIJDI 	B
 EPFT OPU BQQFBS JO UIF $SāCBEÙO
(FPSHJBO XPSE GSFRVFODZ MJTU BOE 	C
 USBOTMBUFT UP W JO (FPS

















 5BHBMPH 	P C
 5BNJM 	P C
 5PL
1JTJO 	C
 5VSLJTI 	P C
 BOE ;VMV 	C

5IF USBOTMBUJPO QSPDFEVSF JOWPMWFE DSFBUJOH
SFHVMBS FYQSFTTJPOT UIBU XPVME NBUDI MFUUFST UP
UIFJS DPSSFTQPOEJOH TFHNFOUT DPOEJUJPOFE CZ
UIF DPOUFYU JO XIJDI UIFZ XFSF VTFE XJUI UIF
NPTU TQFDJGJD DPOUFYU UBLJOH QSFDFEFODF PWFS
MFTT TQFDJGJD DPOUFYUT 'JOBMMZ TQPSBEJD TUSJOH
FEJUJOH PQFSBUJPOT XFSF VTFE FH UP USFBU HFN
JOBUJPO BT B TFHNFOU GPMMPXFE CZ B SFQFUJUJPO
	FH /t,ː/
 SBUIFS UIBO UIF TBNF TFHNFOU SFQFBU
JOH UXJDF 	FH /t,t/
 5IF USBOTMBUJPO QSPDF
EVSFT XFSF WFSJGJFE BHBJOTU SFGFSFODF USBOTMBUJPO
XPSET GPS UIPTF MBOHVBHFT 5IF GVMM USBOTMBUJPO
QSPDFEVSF UIF USBOTMBUJPO DPEF BOE UIF SVMFT
VTFE UP USBOTMBUF FBDI MBOHVBHF BSF BMM BWBJMBCMF
BU IUUQTVSJFMDQVCMJDTBNB[POBXTDPNDPEF
4$J-$PEFUC[
 $BMDVMBUJPO PG JOGPSNBUJPOUIFPSFUJD
QSPQFSUJFT
8F GPMMPXFE TUBOEBSE QSBDUJDF GPS DBMDVMBU
JOH UIF JOGPSNBUJPOUIFPSFUJD NFBTVSFNFOUT
	FH "ZMFUU BOE 5VSL  WBO 4PO BOE WBO
4BOUFO  #FMM FU BM 
 8F DBMDVMBUFE
UISFF QSPQFSUJFT 4FHNFOU GSFRVFODZ JT UIF VO
JHSBN QSPCBCJMJUZ PG FBDI TFHNFOU JO UIF FO
UJSF DPSQVT OFHBUJWF MPH USBOTGPSNFE JHOPS
JOH UZQFT 4FHNFOU UZQF GSFRVFODZ JT UIF QSPC
BCJMJUZ PG GJOEJOH FBDI TFHNFOU JO BOZ XPSE
UZQF 	OFHBUJWF MPH USBOTGPSNFE
 4FHNFOU JO
GPSNBUJWJUZ 	$PIFO 1SJWB  
 JT UIF FY
QFDUFE WBMVF PG FBDI TFHNFOUT TVSQSJTBM 	CBTFE
PONBYJNVNMJLFMJIPPE FTUJNBUFT
 VTJOH BMM UIF
QSFDFEJOH QIPOFNFT BT DPOUFYU 	WBO 4PO BOE
1PMT 
 1FSJQIFSBM TFHNFOUT BSF MJLFMZ UP
CF NJTDBMDVMBUFE BT UIFZ BQQFBS JO WFSZ GFX
XPSE UZQFT 5IFSFGPSF XF SFNPWFE BMM TFH
NFOUT UIBU PDDVSSFE NPSF UIBO  UJNFT MFTT
GSFRVFOUMZ UIBO UIF NPTU GSFRVFOU TFHNFOU 	CZ
UPLFO
 5IJT TUFQ JT DSVDJBM CFDBVTF NBOZ BM
QIBCFUT 	FH 5BNJM
 QSPWJEF NFBOT UP SFQSFTFOU
TPVOET UIBU BSF OPU QBSU PG UIF CBTJD QIPOFNJD
JOWFOUPSZ PG UIF MBOHVBHF 5IF EPXO TJEF JT UIBU
TPNF OPOQFSJQIFSBM QIPOFNFT DPVME BMTP CF FY
DMVEFE CZ UIJT QSPDFEVSF )BE XF QSPDFTTFE
"NFSJDBO &OHMJTI 	GPS XIJDI PVS USBOTMBUJPO QSP
DFEVSF DPVME OPU CF VTFE CVU XIJDI EPFT IBWF
QSPOVODJBUJPO EJDUJPOBSJFT
 UIF FYDMVTJPO DSJUF
SJPO XPVME IBWF POMZ MFE UP UIF FYDMVTJPO PG /ʒ/
BOE /ɔɪ/ 5IF FYDMVTJPO PG /ʒ/ XPVME IBWF CFFO
MFHJUJNBUF BT JU JT JOEFFE B QFSJQIFSBM QIPOFNF
UIBU PDDVST JO SFTUSJDUFE DPOUFYUT CVU /ɔɪ/ JT OPU
B QFSJQIFSBM QIPOFNF JO "NFSJDBO &OHMJTI JU JT
POMZ JOGSFRVFOU
8F BMTP DBMDVMBUFE CJHSBN UZQF BOE UPLFO GSF
RVFODZ UP FTUJNBUF XIFUIFS UIF FOWJSPONFOUT
JO XIJDI TFHNFOUT BSF GPVOE BSF DPNQBSBCMF
5IFTF QSPQFSUJFT BSF NPSF TQBSTF UIVT UIFZ
BSF FYQFDUFE UP TIPX NPSF CJBT BDSPTT DPSQPSB
	CVSTUJOFTT BOE QFSHFOSF FGGFDUT BSF FYQFDUFE

8F VTFE BEEPOF TNPPUIJOH JO PSEFS UP DPOTJEFS
BMM CJHSBNT BDSPTT DPSQPSB
 1SPQFSUJFT PG JOUFSFTU
'PS BMM GJWF QSPQFSUJFT TFHNFOU UZQF GSFRVFODZ
TFHNFOU UPLFO GSFRVFODZ TFHNFOU JOGPSNBUJW
JUZ CJHSBN UZQF GSFRVFODZ BOE CJHSBN GSF
RVFODZ XF DPNQBSF UIFN BDSPTT DPSQPSB 8F
DBMDVMBUFE 1FBSTPO DPSSFMBUJPOT CFUXFFO UIF FT
UJNBUFT JO POF DPSQVT BOE UIF FTUJNBUFT PG UIF
TBNF QSPQFSUJFT JO UIF PUIFS DPSQVT 8F DIPTF
1FBSTPO DPSSFMBUJPOT CFDBVTF UIF WBMVFT PG UIF
EJGGFSFOU QSPQFSUJFT BSF FYQFDUFE UP CF DPOTJT
UFOU BDSPTT DPSQPSB SBUIFS UIBO IBWJOH UIF TBNF
SBOL 8F BMTP SFQPSU UIF NFEJBO EJGGFSFODF JO
CJUT GPS UIF GJWF QSPQFSUJFT BT UIF QSPQFSUJFT BSF




*O CPUI DPSQPSB BMM UISFF QSPQFSUJFT XFSF IJHIMZ
DPSSFMBUFE BT TIPXO JO 5BCMF  GPS 0QFO 4VC
UJUMFT BOE $SāCBEÙO BOE JO 5BCMF  GPS *"31"
#BCFM BOE $SāCBEÙO $PSSFMBUJPOT XFSF IJHIFS
PWFSBMM CFUXFFO UIF 0QFO 4VCUJUMFT DPSQVT BOE
$SāCBEÙO UIBO CFUXFFO UIF *"31" #BCFM DPS
QPSB BOE $SāCBEÙO 5ZQF GSFRVFODZ DPSSFMBUJPOT
3
XFSF IJHIFS UIBO UPLFO GSFRVFODZ DPSSFMBUJPOT
XIJDI NFBOT UIBU BOTXFSJOH RVFTUJPOT TVDI BT
iIPX NBOZ XPSET IBWF UIBU TFHNFOUw XPVME
CF MFTT DPSQVTEFQFOEFOU UIBO BTLJOH iIPX GSF
RVFOU UIBU TFHNFOU JTw 'JHVSF  JMMVTUSBUFT UIF SF
MBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO TFHNFOU GSFRVFODJFT BDSPTT
UIF 0QFO 4VCUJUMFT BOE $SāCBEÙO BOE 'JHVSF
 JMMVTUSBUFT UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO TFHNFOU
GSFRVFODJFT BDSPTT *"31" #BCFM BOE $SāCBEÙO
'JHVSFT  BOE  JMMVTUSBUF UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ PG
TFHNFOU JOGPSNBUJWJUZ CFUXFFO 0QFO 4VCUJUMFT
BOE $SāCBEÙO BOE CFUXFFO *"31" #BCFM BOE
$SāCBEÙO SFTQFDUJWFMZ "MM GPVS GJHVSFT TIPX
UIBU MPX DPSSFMBUJPO JT VTVBMMZ DFOUFSFE BSPVOE
TQFDJGJD TFHNFOUT SBUIFS UIBO BMM TFHNFOUT 'PS
JOTUBODF 5BNJM /iː/ JT B MPU NPSF GSFRVFOU JO 0QFO
4VCUJUMFT UIBO JO $SāCBEÙO 5IJT JT MJLFMZ EVF UP
UIF VOEFSSFQSFTFOUBUJPO PG UIF XPSET நீங்கள்
BOE நீ  /niːnkaɭ/ BOE /niː/ SFTQFDUJWFMZ CPUI PG
XIJDI BSF TFDPOE QFSTPO QSPOPVOT CFDBVTF UIFZ
BSF MFTT GSFRVFOU JO XSJUUFO DPSQPSB UIBO JO TQP
LFO DPSQPSB 	SBOL  BOE  WT  BOE  SFTQFD
UJWFMZ
 4VDI EJTDSFQBODJFT XFSF NPSF MJLFMZ
UP BGGFDU TFHNFOUT XIPTF UZQF GSFRVFODJFT XFSF
MPX UIBO TFHNFOUT XIPTF UZQF GSFRVFODJFT XFSF
IJHI BT WFSJGJFE JO B QPTUIPD DPSSFMBUJPO UFTU CF
UXFFO UIF BCTPMVUF EJGGFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF FTUJ
NBUFT BOE UIFJS UZQF GSFRVFODZ 	BMXBZT QPTJUJWF
TUBUJTUJDBMMZ TJHOJGJDBOU JO  PVU PG UIF  DPN
QBSJTPOT XF IBWF

5BCMF  0QFO 4VCUJUMFT WT $SāCBEÙO DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO
JOGPSNBUJPOUIFPSFUJD QSPQFSUJFT 'PS FWFSZ QSPQFSUZ XF
QSPWJEF UIF 1FBSTPO S DPSSFMBUJPO BOE JO QBSFOUIFTFT UIF
NFEJBO BCTPMVUF EJGGFSFODF JO CJUT










































5IF SFTVMUT BSF TVNNBSJ[FE JO 5BCMF  GPS 0QFO




















































































































































































































Tamil r=0.92 Turkish r=0.99
Malayalam r=0.98 Tagalog r=0.97
Indonesian r=0.98 Korean r=0.98
Greek r=0.99 Hungarian r=0.99
Bulgarian r=0.97 Catalan r=0.99
3 4 5 6 7 8 3 4 5 6 7
4 6 8 2 3 4 5 6
3 4 5 6 7 8 4 5 6 7 8
3 4 5 6 7 8 3 4 5 6 7 8


































































'JHVSF  4FHNFOU GSFRVFODZ DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO 0QFO















































































































































































Turkish r=0.97 Zulu r=0.93
Tamil r=0.88 Tok Pisin r=0.92
Swahili r=0.94 Tagalog r=0.85
Georgian r=0.95 Guarani r=0.85
3 4 5 6 7 3 4 5 6 7 8
3 4 5 6 7 8 3 4 5 6 7
2 4 6 2 3 4 5 6













































'JHVSF  4FHNFOU GSFRVFODZ DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO *"31"
















































































































































































































Tamil r=0.83 Turkish r=0.98
Malayalam r=0.99 Tagalog r=0.92
Indonesian r=0.98 Korean r=0.96
Greek r=0.92 Hungarian r=0.98
Bulgarian r=0.97 Catalan r=0.95
1 2 3 4 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5



















































'JHVSF  4FHNFOU JOGPSNBUJWJUZ DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO
























































































































































































Turkish r=0.96 Zulu r=0.9
Tamil r=0.82 Tok Pisin r=0.94
Swahili r=0.79 Tagalog r=0.84
Georgian r=0.97 Guarani r=0.84
2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 0 2 4
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3












































'JHVSF  4FHNFOU JOGPSNBUJWJUZ DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO
*"31" #BCFM BOE $SāCBEÙO JOGPSNBUJWJUZ #PUI BYFT BSF
JO CJUT
5BCMF  *"31" #BCFM WT $SāCBEÙO DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO
JOGPSNBUJPOUIFPSFUJD QSPQFSUJFT 'PS FWFSZ QSPQFSUZ XF
QSPWJEF UIF 1FBSTPO S DPSSFMBUJPO BOE JO QBSFOUIFTFT UIF
NFEJBO BCTPMVUF EJGGFSFODF JO CJUT

































*"31" #BCFM BOE $SāCBEBO
"T FYQFDUFE UIF DPSSFMBUJPOT XFSF PWFSBMM
MPXFS BU UIF CJHSBN MFWFM UIBO BU UIF TFHNFOUBM
MFWFM MJLFMZ EVF UP TQBSTJUZ JTTVFT UIBU XF LOPX
FYJTU BU UIF XPSE MFWFM 	%BMBOE 
 )PXFWFS
GPSNPTU MBOHVBHFT UIF DPSSFMBUJPOTXFSF TUJMM JN
QSFTTJWFMZ IJHI BU 1FBSTPO S BOE S GPS
CJHSBN UZQF GSFRVFODZ SFQSFTFOUBUJWF PG 0QFO
4VCUJUMFT BOE *"31" #BCFMT DPSSFMBUJPOT XJUI
$SāCBEÙO SFTQFDUJWFMZ BOE 1FBSTPO S BOE
S GPS CJHSBN UPLFO GSFRVFODJFT SFQSFTFOUB
UJWF PG 0QFO 4VCUJUMFT BOE *"31" #BCFMT DPS
SFMBUJPOT XJUI $SāCBEÙO SFTQFDUJWFMZ 'PS SFGFS
FODF BTTVNJOH UIBU UIF JOIFSFOU OPJTF PG BO FY
QFSJNFOUBM QPQVMBUJPO JT 4% BOE UIF TBNQMJOH
OPJTF FRVBMT 4% UIF DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO UFTU
BOE SFUFTU PG UIF TBNF JOEJWJEVBM JT FYQFDUFE UP
CF BSPVOE 1FBSTPO S
5BCMF  0QFO 4VCUJUMFT WT $SāCBEÙO DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO
UZQF BOE UPLFO GSFRVFODJFT GPS CJHSBNT 'PS FWFSZ QSPQ
FSUZ XF QSPWJEF UIF 1FBSTPO S DPSSFMBUJPO BOE JO QBSFO
UIFTFT UIF NFEJBO BCTPMVUF EJGGFSFODF JO CJUT
-BOHVBHF  CJHSBN UZQFT #JHSBN UZQF GSFR #JHSBN UPLFO GSFR
#VMHBSJBO   	
  	

$BUBMBO   	
  	

(SFFL   	
  	

)VOHBSJBO   	
  	

*OEPOFTJBO   	
  	

,PSFBO   	
  	

.BMBZBMBN   	
  	

5BNJM   	
  	

5BHBMPH   	
  	





5BCMF  *"31" #BCFM WT $SāCBEÙO DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO
UZQF BOE UPLFO GSFRVFODJFT GPS CJHSBNT 'PS FWFSZ QSPQ
FSUZ XF QSPWJEF UIF 1FBSTPO S DPSSFMBUJPO BOE JO QBSFO
UIFTFT UIF NFEJBO BCTPMVUF EJGGFSFODF JO CJUT
-BOHVBHF  CJHSBN UZQFT #JHSBN UZQF GSFR #JHSBN UPLFO GSFR
(VBSBOJ   	
  	

(FPSHJBO   	
  	

4XBIJMJ   	
  	

5BNJM   	
  	

5BHBMPH   	
  	

5PL 1JTJO   	
  	

5VSLJTI   	
  	





 %JGGFSFODFT BDSPTT DPSQPSB BOE
DPSQVTVTBCJMJUZ
8F XFSF DPODFSOFE UIBU UIF MPXFS DPSSFMBUJPOT
CFUXFFO *"31" #BCFM BOE $SāCBEÙO SFMBUJWF
UP UIF DPSSFMBUJPOT CFUXFFO 0QFO 4VCUJUMFT BOE
$SāCBEBO XFSF EVF UP UIF TNBMMFS TJ[F PG UIF
DPSQVT $PIFO 1SJWB BOE +BFHFS 	
 SFQPSU
DPSSFMBUJPOT UIBU BQQSPYJNBUF  GPS TFHNFOU
GSFRVFODZ XJUI BT GFX BT  XPSE UPLFOT
B UISFTIPME OFBSMZ BMM PG PVS DPSQPSB QBTTFE 	FY
DFQU 0QFO 4VCUJUMFT GPS 5BHBMPH
 5P WFSJGZ UIBU
DPSQVT TJ[F JT OPU BO JTTVF XF SBO B QPTUIPD
BOBMZTJT UP QSFEJDU TFHNFOU DPSSFMBUJPOT 	'JTIFS
USBOTGPSNFE
 VTJOH MPH GSFRVFODJFT GSPN UIF UXP
DPOUSJCVUJOH DPSQPSB &YDFQU GPS B NBSHJOBM
FGGFDU GPS UPLFO GSFRVFODJFT JO 0QFO 4VCUJUMFT
UIFSF XBT OP DPSSFMBUJPO 8F EJE PCTFSWF TVC
TUBOUJBMMZ NPSF JOUFSKFDUJPOT GBMTFTUBSUT MPBO
XPSET BOE DPOWFSTBUJPOTUBSUJOH  FOEJOH JO
*"31" #BCFM UIBO JO FJUIFS $SāCBEÙO PS 0QFO
4VCUJUMFT XIJDI JT UP CF FYQFDUFE HJWFO UIF UZQF
PG UIF DPSQVT 8F BSF OPU TVSF XIZ EJGGFSFOU
MBOHVBHFT TIPX UIJT FGGFDU UP EJGGFSFOU FYUFOUT
CVU HJWFO UIF OVNCFS PG DPNQBSJTPOT XF IBWF JU
XPVME TFFN UIBU UIF MPXFS CPVOEBSZ PO XJUIJO
MBOHVBHF DPSSFMBUJPOT JT TUJMM IJHI FOPVHI UP TVQ
QPSU UIF TUVEZ PG QIPOPMPHJDBM QSPQFSUJFT VTJOH
DPSQPSB PG EJGGFSFOU UZQFT BOE XJUI SFMBUJWFMZ
IJHI EFHSFFT PG OPJTF
Bigram type Bigram token
Seg. type Seg. token Seg. informativity
5 10 15 5 10 15 20





























'JHVSF  4FHNFOU UZQF GSFRVFODZ UPLFO GSFRVFODZ BOE
JOGPSNBUJWJUZ BT XFMM BT CJHSBN UZQF GSFRVFODZ BOE CJ
HSBN JOGPSNBUJWJUZ GPS 5BNJM CZ QSPQFSUZ &TQFDJBMMZ GPS
CJHSBN WBMVFT JU JT FWJEFOU UIBU FTUJNBUFT HFU QSPHSFTTJWFMZ
XPSTF GPS MPX GSFRVFODZ WBMVFT
 3FEVDJOH OPJTF
(JWFO UIBU TPNF EFHSFF PG OPJTF EPFT FYJTU XIFO
TXJUDIJOH DPSQVT UZQFT JU JT JNQPSUBOU UP BTL
XIBU DPVME CF EPOF UP EFDSFBTF UIF BNPVOU PG
OPJTF 0OF QBSBNFUFS SFTFBSDIFST DBO DPOUSPM
JT SFMJBODF PO MPXGSFRVFODZ TFHNFOUT BOE CJ
HSBNT BT XFMM BT UIF VTF PG NPSF SPCVTU TUBUJTUJDT
$FSUBJOUZ PG JOGPSNBUJPOUIFPSFUJD WBMVFT EJ
NJOJTIFT GPS MFTT GSFRVFOU TFHNFOUT BOE CJHSBNT
XIJDI BSF NPSF FBTJMZ TXBZFE CZ XPSEMFWFM GSF
RVFODZ FGGFDUT 'JHVSF  TIPXT UIF DPSSFMBUJPOT
GPS 5BNJM *U JT FWJEFOU UIBU UIF FTUJNBUFT GPS
MPXFSGSFRVFODZ CJHSBNT 	BOE UP TPNF FYUFOU
JOEJWJEVBM TFHNFOUT
 BSF XPSTF UIBO GPS IJHI
GSFRVFODZ TFHNFOUT 4UVEJFT UIBU DBOOPU UPMFS
BUF UIF MPXFSQSFDJTJPO UIBU JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI
DIBOHFT BDSPTT HFOSFT DPVME UIFSFGPSF GPDVT PO
IJHIGSFRVFODZ TFHNFOUT BOE DPOUFYUT
 $PODMVTJPO
8F DIFDLFE XIFUIFS TFHNFOU UZQF GSFRVFODZ
TFHNFOU UPLFO GSFRVFODZ TFHNFOU JOGPSNBUJW
JUZ BT XFMM BT CJHSBN UZQF BOE UPLFO GSFRVFODZ
DPVME CF SFMJBCMZ FTUJNBUFE BDSPTT EJGGFSFOU DPS
QVT UZQFT HFOSFT 8F TIPXFE UIBU TFHNFOUT
XFSF NPSF SFMJBCMZ FTUJNBUFE UIBO CJHSBNT BOE
UIBU UZQF GSFRVFODJFT XFSF NPSF SFMJBCMZ FTUJ
NBUFE UIBO UPLFO GSFRVFODJFT )PXFWFS FWFO
GPS UIF MFBTU TJNJMBS DPSQPSB $SāCBEÙO BOE
7
*"31" #BCFM UIF SFMJBCJMJUZ PG NFBTVSFNFOUT
XBT TVCTUBOUJBM BOE MJLFMZ OPU MBSHFS UIBO GPS
NBOZ FYQFSJNFOUBM EFTJHOT 8F BMTP GPVOE UIBU
IJHIGSFRVFODZ FMFNFOUT XFSFNPSF SFMJBCMZ FTUJ
NBUFE UIBO MPXFSGSFRVFODZ POFT 8F UIFSFGPSF
CFMJFWF UIBU DPSQVTCBTFE SFTFBSDI JO QIPOPMPHZ
DBO NJUJHBUF UIF DPODFSOT SFMBUFE UP HFOFSBMJ[B
UJPOT BDSPTT HFOSF BOE DPSQVT UZQFT
 "DLOPXMFEHFNFOUT
5IF XPSL QSFTFOUFE JO UIJT QBQFS XBT TVQQPSUFE
CZ /4' (SBOU BXBSEFE UP UIF GJSTU BVUIPS
#$4 .BOZ UIBOLT HP PVU UP +VTUJO
#BJ 	*OEPOFTJBO ,PSFBO 5PL 1JTJO 5VSLJTI

"CJ $SFJHIUPO 	$BUBMBO 5BHBMPH ;VMV
 .BE
EJF $SJU[ 	(FPSHJBO
 %FMQIJOF .PSTF .BIPT
	4XBIJMJ
 #FDLZ .BUIFX 	*OEPOFTJBO ,PSFBO
.BMBZBMBN (FPSHJBO 5BNJM
 BOE #JMM .J[HFSE
	#VMHBSJBO (VBSBOJ
 GPS DSFBUJOH UIF USBOTDSJQ
UJPO SVMFT OFDFTTBSZ GPS UIJT SFTFBSDI UP CF DPO
EVDUFE 5IF MBOHVBHFT FBDI JOEJWJEVBM XBT SF
TQPOTJCMF GPS BSF JOEJDBUFE JO QBSFOUIFTFT 8F
XPVME BMTP MJLF UP UIBOL 3PCFSU %BMBOE BOE
UIF UXP BOPOZNPVT SFWJFXFST GPS QSPWJEJOH DPO
TUSVDUJWF GFFECBDL PO UIJT SFTFBSDI
3FGFSFODFT
/JLLJ "EBNT "SJD #JMMT 5IPNBT $POOFST &ZBM %V
CJOTLJ +POBUIBO ( 'JTDVT .BSZ )BSQFS 8JMMB -JO
+FOOJGFS .FMPU +FTTJDB 3BZ "OUPO 3ZUUJOH 8BEF
4IFO 3POOJF 4JMCFS &WFMZOF 5[PVLFSNBOO BOE +BNJF
8POH  *"31" #BCFM ;VMV -BOHVBHF 1BDL
*"31"CBCFMCWF -%$T 5FDIOJDBM SF
QPSU -JOHVJTUJD %BUB $POTPSUJVN 1IJMBEFMQIJB 1"
+FTT "OESFTFO "SJD #JMMT 5IPNBT $POOFST &ZBM %V
CJOTLJ +POBUIBO ( 'JTDVT .BSZ )BSQFS ,JSJMM ,P
[MPW /JDPMBT .BMZTLB +FOOJGFS .FMPU .JDIFMMF .PS
SJTPO +PTI 1IJMMJQT +FTTJDB 3BZ "OUPO 3ZUUJOH 8BEF
4IFO 3POOJF 4JMCFS &WFMZOF 5[PVLFSNBOO BOE +BNJF
8POH  *"31" #BCFM 4XBIJMJ -BOHVBHF 1BDL
*"31"CBCFMCWE -%$T 5FDIOJDBM SF
QPSU -JOHVJTUJD %BUB $POTPSUJVN 1IJMBEFMQIJB 1"
-VDZ "OESFTFO "SJD #JMMT $MBVEJB #SVHNBO 5IPNBT
$POOFST "OOF %BWJE &ZBM %VCJOTLJ +POBUIBO ( 'JT
DVT ,FUUZ (BOO .BSZ )BSQFS .JDIBFM ,B[J )BOI
-F /JDPMBT .BMZTLB "SMFOF .BVSJMMP +FOOJGFS .FMPU
4IFMMFZ 1BHFU +BOF &MJ[BCFUI 1SFCCMF +FTTJDB 3BZ
'SFE 3JDIBSETPO "OUPO 3ZUUJOH BOE 4JOOFZ 4IFO
 *"31" #BCFM (VBSBOJ MBOHVBHF QBDL *"31"
CBCFMCWD -%$T 5FDIOJDBM SFQPSU -JO
HVJTUJD %BUB $POTPSUJVN 1IJMBEFMQIJB 1"
-VDZ "OESFTFO "SJD #JMMT 5IPNBT $POOFST -VBOOF
%FMB $SV[ &ZBM %VCJOTLJ +POBUIBO ( 'JTDVT .BSZ
)BSQFS )BOI -F "SMFOF .BVSJMMP +FOOJGFS .FMPU
+PTI 1IJMMJQT +FTTJDB 3BZ "OUPO 3ZUUJOH 8BEF
4IFO 3POOJF 4JMCFS BOE &WFMZOF 5[PVLFSNBOO
 *"31" #BCFM $FCVBOP -BOHVBHF 1BDL *"31"
CBCFMCWC -%$T 5FDIOJDBM SFQPSU -JO
HVJTUJD %BUB $POTPSUJVN 1IJMBEFMQIJB 1"
5POZ "OESVT "SJD #JMMT 5IPNBT $POOFST &SJO 4NJUI
$SBCC &ZBM %VCJOTLJ +POBUIBO ( 'JTDVT #SFBOOB
(JMMJFT .BSZ )BSQFS 5+ )B[FO #SPPL )FGSJHIU "NZ
+BSSFUU )BOI -F +FTTJDB 3BZ "OUPO 3ZUUJOH 8BEF
4IFO 3POOJF 4JMCFS BOE &WFMZOF 5[PVLFSNBOO B
*"31" #BCFM )BJUJBO $SFPMF -BOHVBHF 1BDL *"31"
CBCFMCWC -%$T 5FDIOJDBM SFQPSU -JO
HVJTUJD %BUB $POTPSUJVN 1IJMBEFMQIJB 1"
5POZ "OESVT "SJD #JMMT .JSJBN $PSSJT &ZBM %VCJO
TLJ +POBUIBO ( 'JTDVT #SFBOOB (JMMJFT .BSZ )BSQFS
5+ )B[FO #SPPL )FGSJHIU "NZ +BSSFUU )BOI -F
+FTTJDB 3BZ "OUPO 3ZUUJOH 3POOJF 4JMCFS 8BEF
4IFO BOE &WFMZOF 5[PVLFSNBOO C *"31"
#BCFM 7JFUOBNFTF -BOHVBHF 1BDL *"31"CBCFMC
W -%$T 5FDIOJDBM SFQPSU -JOHVJTUJD %BUB
$POTPSUJVN 1IJMBEFMQIJB 1"
"SUP "OUUJMB  %FSJWJOH WBSJBUJPO GSPN HSBNNBS B
TUVEZ PG 'JOOJTI HFOJUJWFT *O 'SBOT )JOTLFOT 3PF
MBOE WBO )PVU BOE -FP 8FU[FMT FEJUPST 7BSJBUJPO
DIBOHF BOE QIPOPMPHJDBM UIFPSZ QBHFT o +PIO
#FOKBNJOT "NTUFSEBN
.BUUIFX "ZMFUU BOE "MJDF 5VSL  5IF TNPPUI TJHOBM
SFEVOEBODZ IZQPUIFTJT B GVODUJPOBM FYQMBOBUJPO GPS SF
MBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO SFEVOEBODZ QSPTPEJD QSPNJOFODF
BOE EVSBUJPO JO TQPOUBOFPVT TQFFDI -BOHVBHF BOE
4QFFDI 	
o
"MBO #FMM +BTPO #SFOJFS .JDIFMMF (SFHPSZ $ZOUIJB (J
SBOE BOE %BOJFM +VSBGTLZ  1SFEJDUBCJMJUZ FGGFDUT
PO EVSBUJPOT PG DPOUFOU BOE GVODUJPO XPSET JO DPOWFS
TBUJPOBM &OHMJTI +PVSOBM PG .FNPSZ BOE -BOHVBHF
	
o
%BOJFM #FOPXJU[ "SJD #JMMT 5IPNBT $POOFST "OOF
%BWJE &ZBM %VCJOTLJ +POBUIBO ( 'JTDVT .BSZ
)BSQFS #SPPL )FGSJHIU )BOI -F +FOOJGFS .FMPU
+FTTJDB 3BZ "OUPO 3ZUUJOH 8BEF 4IFO 3PTBOOB
4NJUI 8BEF 4IFO 3POOJF 4JMCFS BOE &WFMZOF 5[PVL
FSNBOO  *"31" #BCFM -JUIVBOJBO -BOHVBHF
1BDL *"31"CBCFMCWC -%$T 5FDIOJ
DBM SFQPSU -JOHVJTUJD %BUB $POTPSUJVN 1IJMBEFMQIJB
1"
"SJD #JMMT 5IPNBT $POOFST .JSJBN $PSSJT "OOF %BWJE
&ZBM %VCJOTLJ +POBUIBO ( 'JTDVT .BSZ )BSQFS "M
JDF ,BJTFS4DIBU[MFJO +FOOJGFS .FMPU 4IFMMFZ 1BHFU
+FTTJDB 3BZ "OUPO 3ZUUJOH 8BEF 4IFO 3POOJF 4JM
CFS &WFMZOF 5[PVLFSNBOO BOE "SVO 7JTXBOBUI
 *"31" #BCFM 5BNJM -BOHVBHF 1BDL *"31"
CBCFMCWC -%$T 5FDIOJDBM SFQPSU -JO
HVJTUJD %BUB $POTPSUJVN 1IJMBEFMQIJB 1"
8
"SJD #JMMT 5IPNBT $POOFST "OOF %BWJE &ZBM %VCJO
TLJ +POBUIBO ( 'JTDVT .BSZ )BSQFS #SPPL )FGSJHIU
,JSJMM ,P[MPW +FOOJGFS .FMPU +FTTJDB 3BZ "OUPO 3ZU
UJOH +PTI 1IJMMJQT .BSMF 8BMUFS 8BEF 4IFO 3POOJF
4JMCFS BOE &WFMZOF 5[PVLFSNBOO  *"31" #B
CFM ,B[BLI -BOHVBHF 1BDL *"31"CBCFMCWB
-%$T 5FDIOJDBM SFQPSU -JOHVJTUJD %BUB $PO
TPSUJVN 1IJMBEFMQIJB 1"
"SJD #JMMT "OOF %BWJE &ZBM %VCJOTLJ +POBUIBO ( 'JT
DVT 4JNPO )BNNPOE ,FUUZ (BOO .BSZ )BSQFS
#SPPL )FGSJHIU .JDIBFM ,B[J +VMJF -BN +FTTJDB 3BZ
'SFE 3JDIBSETPO "OUPO 3ZUUJOH BOE .BSMF 8BMUFS
 *"31" #BCFM (FPSHJBO -BOHVBHF 1BDL *"31"
CBCFMCWB -%$T 5FDIOJDBM SFQPSU -JO
HVJTUJD %BUB $POTPSUJVN 1IJMBEFMQIJB 1"
1BVM #PFSTNB  'VODUJPOBM 1IPOPMPHZ 1I% UIF
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